Abstract -The maximization through signal design of the symmetric capacity of CDMA systems with optimal and minimum mean-square error decision feedback (MMSE-DF) decoding is considered. In particular, lower bounds on maximum symmetric capacity (and the signal set that achieves them) are derived for the two decoders. A common sufficient condition is obtained for both decoders under which the signal design is optimal in that the lower bounds coincide with an upper bound on the maximum achievable symmetric capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Welch bound equality (WBE) signals maximize both sum capacity and symmetric capacity (defined as the maximum equal rate) of the synchronous CDMA system with users of equal power [I] . For the more general case where the users have unequal powers, the socalled generalized WBE signals maximize sum-capacity [2] . However, these signals can be far from maximizing symmetric capacity. In fact, they can result in rate reductions for the very users that may be least able to tolerate them, namely, the weak users.
In this paper, we obtain constructive lower bounds on the symmetric capacity for the optimal as well as the (single-user coding based) MMSE-DF decoder [3]. The associated signal set achieves high values of symmetric capacity for both decoders, and for sufficiently large dimensions per channel use, coincides with the maximum achievable symmetric capacity (by an optimum decoder). Consequently, in such cases, the restriction of the decoder to the low-complexity MMSE-DF decoder does not entail a loss in achievable symmetric capacity.
In particular, the signal design algorithm employed here is the one presented recently by the authors in [5] in the context of Bandwidth Efficient Multiple-Access (BEMA) [4] . The goal in [4] [5] was to obtain, for a given set of received powers and quality-of-service (QoS) requirements for each user in terms of rate (in bitskec) to be met by the MMSE-DF decoder (or equivalently, signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)), the signal set with the smallest overall bandwidth. 
